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ABSTRACT 
Many view empathy as a necessary skill for relating to different groups of people and 
successfully communicating across cultures. Research supports empathy’s importance in the 
education field for promoting positive outcomes in the classroom and fomenting a culturally 
sensitive class environment. Teaching with empathy is particularly important in the context of 
adult ESL (English as a Second Language) instruction, given the culturally diverse classroom 
environment and instructors who likely possess different cultural norms than their students. 
Regarding effective strategies to teach these students with empathy, however, the research falls 
short. The mere notion of defining empathy breeds disagreement, as many define the term in 
varying ways. Its benefits, while proven in K-12 classrooms, remain under-researched in the 
adult education realm. Finally, little information exists that provide effective strategies to teach 
with empathy at a school-wide level or to integrate empathy into all aspects of an adult education 
program. The purpose of this project is to provide new adult ESL instructors with the training 
they need to teach with empathy, and guide school administrators on how to integrate empathy 
into their school-wide pedagogy. The project presents a four-lesson training series in two 
versions—in-class and online—and a follow-up series of tips to school directors on how to 
prioritize empathy throughout their programs of instruction. The training program was developed 
using Krashen’s Affective Filter and Milton Bennett’s Developmental Model for Intercultural 
Sensitivity frameworks. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Statement of the Problem 
     “Why don’t my students just see it the way I do?” 
     While serving as a Peace Corps Volunteer in a Honduran town, I found myself muttering this 
under my breath during the toughest moments in my English classes. I had arrived in the small 
community full of optimism and naïve ambition, as I began my assignment teaching English at a 
rural middle school. I began the school year with an openness to learn from my Honduran 
counterparts, but ultimately with one goal in mind—to show students and teachers my way of 
teaching—and an inherent belief that my way was better. 
     Almost immediately, that goal crumbled, as my students simply did not understand the 
rationale for my teaching methods, and often acted either bored or frustrated in my class. At 
those times, when my Honduran eighth-grade students seemed not to listen or follow my 
carefully crafted lessons, I found myself reacting in a surprisingly defensive way. Instinctively, I 
dismissed their concerns and thought, “They simply don’t want to learn.” In short, I attributed 
the problem to them, not me. 
     Over time, I noticed this habit and began to realize how misguided—as well as 
condescending, and damaging to my classroom dynamic—such a frame of mind truly was. I 
realized that this failing attitude only led to failing lessons, and a resentful classroom. The only 
way to resolve this problem was to change the way I regarded my classroom environment, and 
begin to look at these classes from the students’ perspectives. 
     Before long, I consciously strove to change my attitude and what I could do to better serve 
my students. Specifically, I worked to envision the lessons from the students’ points of view, 
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within a Honduran cultural context and while continually asking the same question in my mind: 
“how would a student respond to this?” Eventually, my lessons shifted away from my view of 
how English should be taught, to one of a deeper comprehension of, and appreciation for, the 
culture of those students. In turn, the students participated far more than before, and the overall 
classroom environment became more relaxed and enjoyable. 
     I share this experience as an example of the positive effect of intercultural sensitivity within a 
classroom, driven largely by one key factor: empathy. Empathy is increasingly touted as a 
relevant skill needed to successfully relate to others across areas of research and sectors of 
society. Its prevalence in literature and research has grown steadily over time. Indeed, the 
number of journal articles as well as Google searches on empathy has increased dramatically in 
recent years (Konrath, 2017). In the context of education specifically, studies support the merit 
of empathy as a required skill for teachers to better understand the needs of their students, and to 
promote positive outcomes in the classroom (Feshbach & Feshbach, 2009; Okonofua et al., 
2016). 
     The concept of demonstrating empathy toward an increasingly global student body presents 
challenges across the education field. While most educators in the United States remain 
predominantly white (U.S. Department of Education, 2016), student diversity has steadily 
increased, and all projections predict that this number will only continue to grow. The widening 
racial gap increases the likelihood of misunderstanding and cultural distance between students 
and teachers (Warren, 2015). 
     This dynamic is even more pronounced in adult English as a Second Language (ESL) classes. 
In these settings, the teacher’s Western, Eurocentric paradigm of education likely differs from 
the experience of nearly every student in the classroom. As a result, their views may clash with 
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the students’ distinct cultural and linguistic norms (Kasun & Saavedra, 2016). In an ESL context, 
a teacher demonstrating empathy toward their students is particularly essential, to better align 
their understanding of an ideal learning environment for their students and ensure their success 
as much as possible. 
     While empathy is generally regarded as a beneficial element in the classroom, research gaps 
remain. Studies have demonstrated positive effects of empathy in the K-12 environment; 
however, fewer studies have discussed empathy’s benefits among instructors in the adult 
education field. Adult English Language Learners (ELLs) studying non-academic English are 
incredibly diverse in their own right—in age, education level, nationality, and level of English 
needs, among other distinctions—yet they often go overlooked in the area of academic research 
(Mathews-Aydinli, 2008). Few substantive studies focus on these learners at all, let alone in the 
area of empathy. 
     Moreover, the very definition of empathy is not consistently cited in research. Those that 
study the term have defined it in one of several ways, and disagree widely with each other on its 
definition, its origins, its effects, and the reasons for its importance (Batson, 2009). For instance, 
some studies on empathy define the term as virtually synonymous with sympathy, and living the 
same experience as another (Marx & Pray, 2011); others describe an imagined experience of 
another; and others focus on feelings, describe a way of feeling the emotion of another (Batson, 
2009). All such definitions vary widely from each other and further complicate the understanding 
of research studies conducted around empathy thus far. Consequently, the muddled definition of 
empathy makes its connection to intercultural sensitivity less straightforward. Finally, little 
evidence exists that explores the role of empathy in adult ESL at an institutional level, on how to 
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incorporate empathy into the tenets of adult ESL instruction within a college, or across a school 
district. 
     This project addresses the need for culturally sensitive instruction in the adult ESL classroom; 
makes clear the term empathy while placing it in the context of intercultural sensitivity; and 
discusses how teachers can use empathy to connect with their adult ESL students, make their 
classroom environment welcoming and enjoyable, and improve the dynamic to maximize 
students’ success overall. 
Purpose of the Project 
     This project aims to help new adult ESL instructors integrate empathy into their instruction, 
and assist school administrators with using empathy as part of a school-wide pedagogy. This will 
take the form of a training program, consisting of a series of lessons on empathy and intercultural 
sensitivity, to be delivered to teachers in their first years of instruction. The training series is 
intended to be delivered at once, during a new instructor orientation or in the course of a school 
year as a series of pre-service and in-service lessons. The training program will target new ESL 
teachers at a U.S. institution of adult education—specifically, a community college district or 
adult education center in the public school system. However, the audience for this program could 
certainly extend to private adult ESL centers or even serve as part of a curriculum component for 
pre-service teachers in a university program. Moreover, seasoned ESL instructors who are 
already well into their careers may greatly benefit from this training program with empathy as 
the focus. 
     This training program will use varied means to address intercultural sensitivity and empathy 
among teachers. Portions of the instruction will mirror teaching methods that English Language 
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Learners (ELLs) experience in real classrooms, thus allowing teachers to enter the mindset of the 
student. 
     While this training series is designed to be delivered to ESL instructors, its intended audience 
for delivering the material will be the school district administrators and program directors. The 
administration officials serve as the ultimate decision-makers for including the training program 
in their teacher training curricula. Therefore, the target audiences for the training program itself 
are pre-service and early-service ESL teachers, yet the school administration itself will receive 
and deliver these lessons. Ideally, the lessons will form part of a larger effort to integrate 
empathy into all facets of the school’s pedagogy and administration. 
Theoretical Framework 
     The underlying hypothesis of this project asserts that a successful ESL teacher must possess 
intercultural sensitivity, and that empathy is the driving element to achieve it. Both of these 
concepts are key to creating a welcoming and effective classroom environment for adult English 
Language Learners (ELLs). Two theoretical frameworks support this project: Stephen Krashen’s 
Affective Filter Hypothesis, and Milton Bennett’s Developmental Model of Intercultural 
Sensitivity (DMIS). The first presents teacher empathy as necessary to maximize a student’s 
chances of success. The second framework places empathy into a larger intercultural framework 
and presents it as needed to move into a culturally sensitive mindset. 
 
Affective Filter Hypothesis 
The Affective Filter Hypothesis, created by leading second-language acquisition scholar Dr. 
Stephen Krashen, posits a direct relationship between certain characteristics, known as affective 
variables, and the process of second language acquisition. According to Dr. Krashen, these 
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variables include motivation, self-confidence, and anxiety, and comprise the attitudes that most 
affect a learner’s ability to process new language input. If a student possesses high motivation, 
high self-confidence, and low anxiety, they possess an optimal attitude for second language 
acquisition and a low barrier to learning, or low “affective filter” (Krashen, 1981). Conversely, a 
student with high anxiety and low self-confidence will be less open to language input, and likely 
less successful in the classroom. This is especially the case for adult learners, as Krashen 
hypothesizes that the affective filter strengthens as one enters adolescence. 
     According to this hypothesis, classes that produce less anxiety for students can be 
characterized as promoting a low affective filter. A teacher who wishes to lower a student’s 
affective filter should strive to keep the student engaged in a positive learning environment, thus 
allowing the student to feel more welcomed and, in Dr. Krashen’s words, be “more open to the 
input” (Krashen, 1981). Empathy plays a direct role in creating a low-anxiety environment for a 
student, as it requires the teacher to take the student’s perspective on what would make them feel 
more comfortable in the classroom. 
 
Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS) 
Considered a seminal work in the field of intercultural relations, Bennett describes a framework 
on ways people react to cultural differences. Termed the Developmental Model of Intercultural 
Sensitivity (DMIS) and rooted in grounded theory, the framework follows a six-step continuum: 
denial, defense, minimization, acceptance, adaptation, and integration. The first three 
demonstrate an ethnocentric view, in which one’s culture is considered “central to reality” and 
other cultural differences are generally avoided. The latter three are ethnorelative views, in 
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which an individual seeks the experience of cultural differences, and acknowledges their own 
culture as “relative to context” (Bennett, 2013). 
     Empathy is placed on the ethnorelative continuum and most closely relates to the stage of 
adaptation, which engages intercultural sensitivity by way of imagining oneself in the culture of 
another and adapting one's perspective by taking that culture into account. However, Bennett 
asserts that empathy without context does not produce the constructs most beneficial to 
intercultural sensitivity. Instead, one must include “a change in the organization of lived 
experience” (Bennett, 2013) to reach an expression of culturally appropriate behavior. 
A tremendous influence in the field of intercultural communication, the DMIS framework places 
empathy into the wider context of cultural interactions. In the context of this project, the lesson 
plan series will reference the DMIS heavily and adapt to activities that ask teachers to reflect on 
their views of cultural differences and place their own perspectives on the DMIS continuum. It 
will also use the framework to explain how empathy must form part of several factors that 
achieve intercultural sensitivity. 
Significance of the Project 
     As much as educators must know how to deliver curriculum to students, they must likewise 
possess the interpersonal skills needed to gain a diverse perspective and better facilitate their 
students’ success. This is especially acute with ELLs (Washburn, 2008). A training series on 
empathy for new ESL instructors will cement the understanding of the concept as what it is—a 
skill—and prove effective in improving the teacher’s intercultural sensitivity toward their 
students. 
     An empathy-focused training series will also confirm teachers’ understanding of the term 
itself. Studies and literature define empathy in many ways, thus muddling the meaning of the 
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term among many (Batson, 2009). A training series about empathy will open up the term to a 
more concrete, standard definition among educators. 
     For school districts delivering the training series, administrators will hopefully appreciate its 
merits for new ESL instructors, and potentially adopt this training program on a larger scale. 
Should the series prove beneficial to new ESL instructors, schools may wish to adopt this 
program as a means to introduce empathic teaching as a standard practice across all disciplines. 
In an era where empathy is often ignored in public discourse, teaching with empathy and 
expressing intercultural sensitivity can serve as an effective response to this trend. Intentional 
focus on empathy among teachers will foment positive interpersonal skills among students and 
teachers alike, and promote a culturally sensitive learning environment in the classroom. Indeed, 
this training series may serve as the first of its kind, as a means for adult ESL instructors and to 
treat empathy and intercultural sensitivity less as optional character traits, and more of essential 
skills, and the keys to classroom success. 
Limitations 
     Despite the significant potential for this training program to benefit many instructors and 
school districts, it is not without limitations. For one, as of the publication of this project, the 
training program has yet to be delivered to a group of instructors. While the program was 
designed using widely accepted theoretical frameworks and careful literature analysis, as well as 
input from ESL instructors, it has not been tested in the field. Consequently, it lacks the 
necessary revisions that accompany the requisite first attempts of training delivery. 
     As a second limitation, the training program is not intended as a standalone series of empathy 
exercises for instructors; rather, its best application in a school district would be its placement in 
the greater context of a school-wide pedagogy tied to empathy and intercultural competence as 
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its core tenets of instruction. Should this training program be delivered without the context of a 
greater commitment to empathy, it will likely not succeed in promoting empathy in ESL 
classrooms on a longer-term basis. 
 
Definition of Terms 
DMIS: acronym for Development Model of Intercultural Sensitivity, a model on describing 
varying degrees of experience in the face of cultural differences (Bennett, 2013) 
ELL: acronym for English Language Learner, a term to describe a person learning the English 
language (Marx & Pray, 2011) 
ESL: acronym for English as a Second Language, a term to describe the field of teaching the 
English language in a native English speaking country (Harmer, 2011) 
Empathy: the ability to intellectually and emotionally participate in the experience of another. 
While this definition comprises one of several to define the term (Batson, 2009; Bennett 2013), 
this will be the selected definition to be used for the purposes of this field project 
Intercultural sensitivity: ability to distinguish differences among cultures and, in Milton 
Bennett’s description, “to experience those differences in communication across cultures” 
(Bennett, 2013) 
Intercultural competence: as a step beyond intercultural sensitivity, the ability to move beyond 
merely recognizing cultural differences, and manifest that sensitivity while interacting with 
another in a culturally diverse setting (Bennett, 2013) 
Ethnocentric: a term used to describe the experience of an individual’s culture as, in the words 
of Milton Bennett, “central to reality” (Bennett, 2013); that is, the experience in which a 
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culture’s norms and values are considered absolute and correct, and anything outside of those 
norms and values is considered unreal 
Ethnorelative: considered the opposite of ethnocentric, and a term used to describe the 
experience of an individual culture as relative to all others, and merely one of many possible 
cultural realities (Bennett, 2013) 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
     The previous chapter detailed several problems related to empathy in ESL instruction: lack of 
defining the term in a standardized way, little research on the topic of empathy and intercultural 
sensitivity among adult ELLs, and few studies that explore empathy on a widespread institutional 
level in the adult ESL field. The purpose of this literature review aims to assess empathy as it is 
currently understood and applied in the adult ESL classroom. What is empathy as a concept? 
How is it related to intercultural sensitivity and intercultural competence? Why do these concepts 
matter in the context of teaching adult ELLs, and to what extent does teaching with empathy and 
sensitivity benefit these students? Finally, if empathy is indeed essential to include in one’s 
teaching methodology, how can an institution effectively cultivate empathy within its teaching 
force, to ultimately benefit its culturally diverse student body? 
     This literature review explores these questions, grouped into three general themes. First, the 
review will work to achieve a clear definition of empathy as a concept—to be used for the final 
project—and examine empathy as placed in the context of intercultural sensitivity and 
intercultural competence, as well as the Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity 
(DMIS). In the second section, the role of empathy in adult ESL education will be further 
explored: how teaching with empathy can be expressed, what benefits it may provide, and how 
important empathy is (or is not) with regards to an adult ESL student body. Finally, the literature 
review will discuss certain strategies to support empathy and intercultural sensitivity among 
early-service ESL instructors. 
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Empathy as a Term 
     The word empathy has lacked a precise definition since its origins. Empathy translates from 
Ancient Greek into two terms: empatheia (“physical affection”) and pathos (“passion” or 
“suffering”); at first glance, this does little to clarify the term. Additionally, the word first entered 
the English language as an incomplete translation of the German word Einfühlung (“to feel 
into”), which appeared in a doctoral thesis in 1873 (contrary to the presumption that empathy 
dates back centuries or millennia) and was adapted to “empathy” by psychologist Edward 
Titchener in 1909 (Frankel, 2017). The original term had nothing to do with suffering or the 
ability to respond, and Titchener's description of empathy lacked objective research as its base. 
Perhaps for these reasons, the word empathy has been so difficult to define, as it began a hazy 
path to a definition and continues to breed disagreement on its clearest meaning. 
     Empathy has been described and investigated in multiple fields, including psychology, 
business, medicine, law, and education (Marx & Pray, 2011), and has been described differently 
across and within each area of study. Researcher Frankel (2017) approached the term from a 
medical perspective, in how best to define the term for healthcare professionals that confront 
suffering patients. Likening the ambiguity of empathy to the particle duality paradox in physics, 
Frankel emphasized two models of empathy as seemingly contradictory, but still defined as the 
same term. 
     The first, “empathic capacity,” approached the definition as a cognitive ability that an 
individual possessed and that could be measured, using this to connect high levels of this type of 
empathy to positive outcomes in patients. The second model, “empathic communication,” 
described empathy as the act of a healthcare professional recognizing another’s suffering and 
responding to it based on inferences. Unlike the first model, which tied empathy to an individual, 
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empathic communication tied empathy to the interaction itself. Both models differed widely in 
their methods, assumptions, and evidence of effectiveness, such that a clinician could feasibly 
score high on a checklist for one model, but low on the second. Furthermore, both carried 
disadvantages that question their true effectiveness as a model for empathy. In short, the 
researcher concluded with a hope that future research would resolve the struggle to define 
empathy and develop a model to best respond to suffering patients (Frankel, 2017). While the 
descriptions of both models for empathy effectively exemplified one of many conflicting views 
on the topic, this article did not provide a comprehensive overview of all definitions of the 
concept of empathy. 
     To sort through these different definitions, while acknowledging empathy as a multi-faceted 
concept that scholars still grapple with clearly defining, researcher Batson (2009) intended to 
clarify the meaning of the term itself by dividing the word empathy into eight distinct uses. 
Batson stressed the need to acknowledge these distinctions—although they may complicate the 
study of the concept—as a means to answer two basic questions: how can a person know what 
another person thinks and feels, and what leads someone to respond with sensitivity to another’s 
suffering? 
     With these two questions in mind, Batson expanded upon the eight uses of the word empathy 
and their apparent strengths or weaknesses in answering said questions (Batson, 2009). The 
different uses of the word empathy were presented as: cognitive (knowing how another person 
thinks and feels), facial (matching the neural response of another), affective (feeling the way 
another feels), aesthetic (putting yourself in the position of the other), psychological (imaging 
how the other person feels), perspective taking (imagining how you would feel in the position of 
another) empathic distress (feeling distressed upon observing another’s suffering), and empathic 
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concern (feeling for another’s suffering). Placed into the context of the two aforementioned 
questions, deficiencies of those definitions emerged. 
     For instance, empathic distress and empathic concern were described as unable to explain 
question one, or, how a person could determine how another thinks and feels. These concepts 
focused on the mere reaction of another’s suffering; they did not claim a source to one’s 
suffering. Regarding question two, multiple definitions could potentially explain what conditions 
could lead a person to respond to another’s suffering. While empathic concern was eventually 
identified as the main source of sensitive response, other definitions could plausibly produce the 
same degree of altruism. Additionally, in certain professions such as medicine or counseling 
which requires empathy to best serve clients or patients, experts placed more emphasis 
on knowing a person’s internal state (cognitive empathy) than simply feeling for another 
(empathic concern, or affective empathy). Finally, the researcher admitted that many of these 
concepts were used to describe other terms—for example, empathy described as sympathy, 
suggesting that some may use empathy and sympathy interchangeably. In the context of these 
questions and the realities of the concepts’ uses, the subtle differences among definitions became 
quite significant (Batson, 2009). 
     The article’s message presented the ambiguity of empathy as a term with clarity; however, it 
did not choose a concept among them for recommended use. Rather, it focused more on what 
might be the intended meaning, and placed the onus on individuals to describe empathy on their 
own, but with intent and precision (Batson, 2009). Acknowledging the complexity of empathy as 
a term, the many meanings placed into clearer focus the definition of empathy for this field 
project. 
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     In the context of intercultural sensitivity, empathy plays an intentional role when 
communicating. Researcher Milton Bennett (2013) formed a constructivist analysis of 
intercultural communication, asserting that it is not an unconscious exercise, as “across cultural 
contexts, unconscious communication is generally ethnocentric and ineffective” (p. 5). To 
successfully interact with other cultures, one must pay conscious attention to their actions and 
hone the technique of intercultural communication, as they should any other skill. 
     Moreover, intercultural communication cannot begin from a place of similarities. Cultures 
experience reality differently and, thus, an individual who uses their own perceptions as a guide 
for another’s perspective will likely not succeed. Therefore, an individual must approach a 
person of a culturally different background with a differences-based mindset. This other-oriented 
stance aligns most closely with researcher Batson’s versions of empathy known as perspective 
taking and empathic concern (Batson, 2009). Bennett’s description of intentional empathy 
requires an ethnorelative viewpoint—regarding another culture as relative, rather than worse or 
unnatural—to truly understand another and thus achieve intercultural sensitivity and intercultural 
competence. 
     This spectrum of definitions for empathy helps to defend the term in the face of its criticism, 
as many who argue against empathy often define it differently from the concept’s advocates. For 
instance, one study developed a specific Empathy Index to test empathy against another term: 
concern (Jordan et al., 2016). The results suggested that empathy predicted more distress than 
prosocial action, while concern motivated altruistic behaviors more consistently. What the study 
labeled as “empathy,” however, aligned more with Batson’s description of empathic distress, 
while the depiction of concern (which does predict helping behavior) seemed to describe 
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empathic concern (Batson 2009). Both describe empathy, depending on which definition one 
chooses to use. 
     Another example of this divergence is presented in the book Against Empathy by Paul Bloom, 
a contributor to the above-mentioned article. The book argued that empathy could produce 
negative outcomes, by focusing efforts and mental energy on an individual’s suffering at the 
expense of a greater collective. In describing empathy, Bloom trended more toward the 
definition of empathic distress (Batson, 2009), or the anxiety-provoking reaction of observing 
another’s suffering.     Understandably, this would not prove motivating to help another who is 
suffering. 
     Other scholars have argued against empathy in favor of a similar concept. Researcher 
Bullough Jr. (2018) oriented empathy in the education field in describing the concept as an oft-
cited desirable disposition for teachers. However, the article argued that, despite its popularity, 
the complexity of empathy rendered it difficult to justify as a key disposition. As an alternative, 
active listening was extolled as a more suitable and promising disposition for pre-service 
teachers to attain. However, this concept of active listening possesses traits very similar to the 
steps needed to achieve cognitive empathy-- that is, knowledge of the internal state of another. 
Although the concepts differ between them, there remains a cause-and-effect connection between 
this new trait and a type of empathy. Again, the chosen definition for empathy matters greatly in 
how it is treated in the literature. 
     For this project, the term empathy will be defined with a combination of the concepts 
mentioned: an act of perspective taking (or participating intellectually and emotionally in the 
experience of another) to generate a feeling of compassion toward another (empathic concern). 
While the act of perspective taking alone does not always produce positive results and can vary 
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in success from one person to another (Epley & Caruso, 2014), it aligns most closely with an 
other-oriented viewpoint and is most promising for generating compassion and acts of altruism. 
Virtually every concept for empathy possesses advantages as well as pitfalls, yet this project 
necessitates a definition that is consistently applied, and ideally less problematic than most. This 
definition of empathy—perspective taking that generates a feeling of compassion toward 
another—possesses those necessary elements. 
     This definition aligns most closely with the differences-based model as described by Bennett 
(2013), with the ultimate goal of expressing intercultural sensitivity and demonstrating 
intercultural competence. Additionally, the combination of perspective taking and empathic 
concern reflect both cognitive and affective definitions for empathy, which will benefit the 
project in allowing for more objective forms of empathy measurement. 
     The definition of empathy matters when reviewing any study regarding the concept. It must 
certainly be taken into consideration when discussing the next subset of research—that is, 
empathy as it relates to education. In the following section, empathy will be placed into the 
context of public education in American cities, in which cultural differences between teacher and 
student often appear, and potential connections will be made between these students and the ELL 
student population. 
Empathy in K-12 Education 
     As mentioned previously, research abounds on empathy in several disciplines including 
education. However, few studies focus on adult ELLs at all (Mathews-Aydinli, 2008), let alone 
on empathy toward adult ELLs in the classroom environment. The existing empathy literature 
does not center on language education specifically, but rather K-12 education with students of 
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different cultural backgrounds. This portion of the literature review examines these available 
studies related to empathy and hypothesizes its merits for correlating with adult ESL students. 
     The K-12 classroom environment, similar to the adult ESL classroom, often portrays a racial 
disparity between student and instructor. According to the U.S. Department of Education (2016), 
students of color are projected to comprise 56 percent of the student K-12 population by the year 
2024, yet the most recent data showed that 82 percent of public school teachers (and, 
incidentally, 80 percent of public school principals) identified as white. Inevitably, many 
teachers come from different communities and experiences than their students. Arguably, this 
places greater importance on preparing teachers for these differences and connecting with 
students of culturally diverse backgrounds to ensure equitable learning opportunities (McAllister 
& Irvine, 2002). Empathy serves as a concept that teachers will need to demonstrate intercultural 
sensitivity and competence in a classroom. 
     Within the context of education, empathy has been investigated based both on its merits, as 
well as the problems inherent in ignoring it or misjudging it as a concept. For instance, 
researchers Okonufua and others (2016) focused on intentional empathy’s positive results among 
adolescent students, particularly among those considered to be at risk. A series of experiments 
connected empathic teaching and positive student outcomes. In Experiment 1, teachers who read 
a targeted article about empathic discipline were shown to be open to adopting empathic 
techniques, compared to those who were given an article promoting more punitive forms of 
discipline. Experiment 2 demonstrated that students regarded an empathic teacher with more 
respect, and they were motivated to behave better. The final experiment—a longitudinal field 
experiment in five California schools—compared middle-school classrooms that used empathic 
techniques toward discipline, with those that did not. In the classes where empathic techniques 
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were employed, the intervention cut suspension rates in half; moreover, the intervention 
increased the perceived respect of teachers among students, especially among students who had 
been previously suspended. 
     The research presented the objective benefits of empathy that may extend beyond the K-12 
realm. Unlike many studies that rely heavily on qualitative information to present the benefits of 
empathy in education, these researchers demonstrated its merits using hard data to justify the 
claim—specifically, lower suspension rates and higher perceived respect toward empathic 
teachers (Okonofua et al., 2016). In the context of adult ESL, discipline indicators do not 
necessarily apply to adult education, and the rate of perceived respect toward a teacher may vary 
with adult ESL students; for this reason, research would ideally be further explored within the 
adult ELL population to confirm that these empathic techniques produce similar, and more 
relatable, positive outcomes. However, the practice of these types of empathic techniques would 
benefit an educator in creating a more supportive environment for the learner, leading to a less 
stressful learning experience and thus, a lower affective filter for the adult students (Krashen, 
1982). 
     Researchers Feshbach and Feshbach (2009) also detailed multiple connections between 
empathy and positive student outcomes, including adults. In addition to echoing the 
aforementioned correlation between teacher empathy and higher respect from students, the study 
alluded to some academic outcomes related to empathic teaching. This included higher reading 
scores in children, and increases in certain academic achievement areas from children to college 
students (suggesting a link between empathy and positive learning outcomes both in children and 
adults). The researchers went on to highlight past empathy training programs that have been 
attempted and used in certain schools and academic environments, with mixed results. 
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Ultimately, the studies varied widely in their treatment of the concept and measurement of 
empathy, and therefore the researchers admitted difficulty in comparing the studies between 
empathy in teachers and empathy in students. However, they asserted that, definitively, “if 
teacher training programs impart knowledge of empathy and empathy training, such knowledge 
is likely to have positive effects on teachers and their students” (p. 93). Thus, the research 
presented some benefits connecting empathy to adult learning outcomes that appeared to 
recognize a need for greater teacher training in the area. 
     Training on empathy may increase an educator’s use of empathic techniques in the classroom. 
Researchers McAllister and Irvine (2002) explored this notion in a study that described 34 
teachers’ beliefs about empathy and its effectiveness in their working with students of different 
cultural backgrounds. The teachers participated in a professional development program known as 
CULTURES, focusing on how to express a culturally responsive practice in the classroom. 
Following this training, an analysis was conducted of documents related to the teachers’ training, 
including exit interviews in which they reflected on it and how it affected their teaching and their 
students’ learning. From these documents, the researchers noticed three main themes: more 
positive interactions between the teachers and students who were culturally different from them; 
more supportive classroom environments; and student-oriented /student-centered curricula. 
     McAllister and Irvine’s research showed promising results for training teachers on empathic 
techniques, showing that they proved effective in changing their behavior to a more other-
oriented mindset in the classroom, and lowering the affective filter for their students. However, it 
is important to note that these more culturally responsive improvements in the curricula were 
based on self-reported data from the teachers themselves. A more cynical observer could 
question the accuracy of these teacher’s claims. This illustrates an important deficiency to 
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empathy research, and a possible impediment to integrating an established empathy-based 
pedagogy into a curriculum—the use of self-reporting as measurement tools for empathy, which 
could be shown as unreliable. While this should not discount the application of the concept 
entirely based on this alone, it must be addressed if one wishes to argue for empathy training for 
teachers on a larger scale. 
     While many educators see empathy as necessary in the classroom (McAllister & Irvine, 2002; 
Warren, 2018), their level of self-reported empathy may differ from reality. Studies have shown 
discrepancies between teachers’ perceptions of their levels of empathy and the opinions of their 
colleagues and students. Researcher Chezare Warren, a preeminent scholar in the area of race 
and educational equity, found this dynamic while exploring how white female teachers’ 
perceptions of empathy informed their interactions with students of color. In the study (2015), 
Warren interviewed four early-career teachers, interviewed the teachers’ professional colleagues, 
and collected data from a self-reported measure of intercultural competence known as the 
interpersonal reactivity index (IRI, which draws from Bennett’s DMIS). Through this qualitative 
and quantitative information, Warren discovered gaps between the teachers’ perceptions of 
empathy and actual behavior in their classrooms. 
     The study participants consisted of four white female teachers in their first three to five years 
of professional teaching, all working at K-12 schools in a large Midwestern city (Warren, 2015). 
All four teachers completed an interview with the author, as well as the IRI test to determine 
their level of “empathic concern” and “perspective taking.” Before taking the test, the teachers 
predicted how they thought they would score on the index. Warren also interviewed the teachers’ 
professional colleagues, including supervisors, and compared their feedback and classroom 
achievement and discipline records to the teachers’ concepts of their abilities to empathize with 
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students and parents in their classes. From this data, Warren suggested that the teachers’ 
conceptions of empathy were influenced by their whiteness, leading to negative outcomes in 
their classrooms. 
     Warren continued to explain this phenomenon of differing empathy perceptions in another 
article, collaborating with researchers Hotchkins (2015), in describing a concept known as “false 
empathy.” The term stems from an assertion that, in the absence of racial equity, the white 
majority trends toward a paternalist model of empathizing with others. According to the 
researchers, the first characteristic of false empathy would present a false consciousness-- that is, 
a belief that one knows more about the plight of the disadvantaged than they actually do. 
Secondly, false empathy is egotistical, as a person in need is served solely to benefit the 
empathizer. Thirdly, false empathy limits a person’s ability to understand oppression, and to 
understand the empathizer’s role in continuing that oppression. Such a description channels the 
DMIS (Bennett, 2013), as they associate with elements of ethnocentrism. Warren contended in 
the article that false empathy in the classroom could potentially cause as much harm, if not more, 
than expressing no empathy at all toward students. 
     Analysis of previous data through a critical race theory lens revealed false empathy among 
educators (Warren & Hotchkins, 2015). The article took the case study of the same four white K-
12 teachers in the previous research, combined with information of four additional K-12 teachers 
from another study, and re-analyzed the data associated with the eight total teachers using a 
critical race theory lens. From this analysis, the researchers noted instances of false empathy 
present in all teachers’ accounts, as their lack of genuine experience in communities of color left 
them little understanding of the context of the classrooms in which they taught. This mattered 
because, as the researchers noted, “empathy is about understanding life through the eyes of the 
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individuals for whom empathy is meant to benefit” (p. 286). Absent perspective taking, the 
teachers based their perceptions of student needs based mostly on assumptions or 
misconceptions. Perspective taking was necessary for these teachers to generate true empathic 
concern, and more effectively respond to diversity in the classroom. 
     The article’s reexamination of teachers from a previous study provided a surprising new take 
on the type of student treatment that could prove harmful, yet claimed to be based on empathy. 
Researcher Bullough, Jr. took issue with the analysis (2018), expressing concern at the lack of 
more objective measurement of empathy through this examination and questioning how anyone 
could be characterized as sufficiently empathetic based on these views. Yet the evidence 
presented that pointed to false empathy aligned closely with the critical race theory framework 
chosen by the researchers. Ultimately, the possibility of well-intentioned teachers causing harm 
based on ignorance cannot be denied and must be emphasized, particularly to most educators 
who teach students that experience a different worldview than their own. This concept applies to 
all teachers, regardless of age or grade level, who interact with a student population from 
different cultural backgrounds; for this reason, Warren’s studies on empathy and false empathy 
would certainly prove beneficial to adult ESL instructors. 
     One article did discuss elements of empathy in the adult ESL classroom, though not 
explicitly, concerning absenteeism in class. Researchers Schlage and Soga (2008) used an 
ethnographic approach to investigate the reasons for absentee students in an ESL program in 
Minnesota. Through focus groups with students and teachers, the researchers found a divergence 
between students’ and teachers’ expectations for classroom learning—in part due to a fluid 
curriculum structure that increased student anxiety [and, As Krashen’s hypothesis would attest, 
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increasing the affective filter (Krashen 1981)], but also from an underestimation of student 
abilities, and an ethnocentric viewpoint from the teachers regarding the students’ needs. 
     Examples of misunderstandings, and seeming lack of empathy on behalf of both teachers and 
students, filled the article (Schlage & Soga, 2008). In one interview, a student complained that 
her class went too slowly, while the teacher of the class stated that she repeated material because 
students would “forget” (p. 159). In another case, students desired test scores to learn their levels 
of progress, but the teacher did not provide them as she expected the scores to be misused. As 
she explained, tests were not given to students of lower-level classes, stating, “maybe at the 
advanced, students could handle it, not down here” (p. 160). With the words “down here,” the 
teacher seemed to imply a hierarchy of students, which portrayed her regard for those students as 
lower than others—a potentially harmful notion. Finally, many students expressed dismay at the 
communicative approach to learning, in favor of the traditional rote memorization they 
recognized from their experiences. This demonstrated a potential unwillingness for the students 
to accept a new teaching method; yet, the researchers noted that this could have also shown a 
lack of confidence in their lessons, due to the unpredictable structure of the curriculum. These 
missed opportunities demonstrated a lack of teacher empathy in understanding their students, as 
well as a resulting higher level of student stress (indicating a higher affective filter) that led to 
absenteeism in the program. Intentional empathy on the part of the teachers toward their students 
could have potentially mitigated these problems. 
     While investigating the existing literature on empathy in education, the dearth of research on 
the adult ELL population became apparent. While the topic of empathy in adult ELL education 
remains under-researched, practitioners must look to K-12 studies to glean lessons learned on the 
use of empathy in the classroom. Fortunately, in many cases, these studies appear to offer useful 
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findings that could also be applied to the adult ESL classroom, and (at a minimum) assert the 
universal benefits of empathy and intercultural sensitivity across ages and grade levels. 
Strategies on Teaching with Empathy in the Classroom 
     This final section of the literature review investigates strategies on teaching empathy to 
professionals, and particularly to educators. The studies that focused on this aspect concentrated 
on the general efficacy of empathy teaching; honed in on a few specific strategies to teaching the 
concept; and addressed empathy training as it related to intercultural sensitivity and aspects of 
lowering the affective filter in the classroom. 
     Empathy training has shown to be effective in studies outside the educational realm. 
Researchers Teding van Berkhout and Malouff (2016) presented the most compelling recent 
research on the topic, testing the hypothesis that empathy training would be efficacious to 
various groups including health professionals and university students. The researchers tested this 
by conducting a meta-analysis of 19 studies about the effects of empathy training in several 
fields and calculating a conservative effect size across the studies. Through this exercise, and 
accounting for one outlier among the studies, the researchers determined that empathy training 
was effective overall. Moreover, a moderator analysis showed that certain factors accounted for 
higher effect sizes: training health professionals and university students, rather than other 
populations; compensating the participants via money or academic credit; measuring empathy 
from a cognitive-affective-behavioral stance (e.g. understanding emotions of others, feeling 
those emotions, or accurately detailing the emotions), and using objective measures to determine 
success or failure. Interestingly, some factors did not prove as statistically significant to the 
effect size, including the actual amount of training hours. 
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     The study (Teding van Berkhout & Malouff, 2016) presented omissions in information when 
placed in the context of adult ESL education, although it did effectively examine the issues of 
empathy training on a more widespread level. By stating that the health professionals and 
university students possessed a higher effect size, it could be implied that those in the education 
field were not as effective as training subjects. However, of the 19 studies presented, only one 
dealt with teachers—a 2012 project that studied the effect of meditation on student-teacher stress 
levels. Overall, the study showed the most compelling evidence thus far that empathy training 
programs were effective with adult populations, as well as detailed the factors most related to 
their efficacy. This study could serve as an effective tool for school districts interested in 
cultivating a culture of empathy among instructors. 
     Empathy research in teacher education has emphasized the need to include opportunities for 
perspective taking from their students’ points of view (Warren, 2014), and in the context of ESL 
education, many studies focused on two concrete strategies to promote this. The first strategy 
related to language shock exercises, intended to immerse the participants in an unfamiliar topic 
and simulate the feelings of an ELL entering an English classroom. Many studies focused solely 
on language shock (Washburn, 2008; Zhang & Pelttari, 2014; Zhang, 2017), while one article 
inserted a math simulation into a language shock context (de Oliveira, 2011). In most studies, the 
language shock piece intentionally did not employ any ESL teaching strategies, and merely 
spoke to the participants in another language at a regular, fluent pace. 
     The results of all of these language shock activities generated feelings of frustration and 
embarrassment, while also achieving empathy among the participants and allowing for 
brainstorming on teaching strategies to mitigate these feelings in an ESL class. In a language 
shock activity where only the Chinese language was used to guide students to learn Chinese, 
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researcher Washburn (2008) noted that the student participants felt “alienated, confused, and 
frustrated” (p. 248). While the initial feelings from the exercise were negative, the students 
successfully provided many suggestions to better serve ELL students. The same occurred when 
researcher Zhang (2017) employed a language shock activity into a choral rehearsal. The same 
participants described negative feelings of confusion, recognized them as the same potential 
feelings of ELL students, and retold teacher strategies that did help them follow along, such as 
simple instructions and positive facial expressions. In all cases, the participants expressed 
empathy toward ELL students and encouragement toward a more informed approach of teaching 
these students as a result of the activity. 
     The second strategy prominent in empathy research described the impact of short-term study 
abroad experiences for teachers. Four studies analyzed pre-service teachers who enrolled in a 
study abroad program and shared their thoughts on the experience after completion (Kasun & 
Saavedra, 2016; Marx & Pray, 2011; Pilonieta, et al., 2017; Pray & Marx, 2010). The study 
abroad programs took place in Germany and Mexico across the studies and ranged from two 
weeks (Pray & Marx, 2010) to two months (Pilonieta, et al., 2017). In all four studies, teachers 
came away from the experience reporting a more empathetic understanding of language learners 
than before the programs. In one study, direct connections were made with the teachers’ 
increased awareness of ELL’s needs, and a need to create “loving classroom spaces” for their 
learners (Kasun & Saavedra, 2016), suggesting an interest in lowering the affective filter of the 
class. 
     One piece of research mentioned an additional strategy to the two mentioned, although it was 
tied more to efficacy in working with ELLs rather than empathy toward that student population. 
Researchers Garver, Eslami & Tong (2018) administered an efficacy-measuring survey to pre-
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service teachers before and after a service-learning experience with ELLs, such as serving as a 
conversation partner, tutor, or reading partner. The study tested whether the experience improved 
efficacy among these teachers in working with ELLs and whether the educational setting (K-12, 
community adult ESL, or university intensive English programs) mattered in the results. 
Participants in the study chose one of the three educational settings in which to volunteer for one 
semester. Results demonstrated an increased efficacy across all three pre-service teacher groups.      
     They also found differing levels of efficacy increases among the three settings, although those 
differences tied with the pre-service teacher’s initial level of efficacy (Garver, Eslami & Tong, 
2018). Again, this centered less directly on empathy and intercultural sensitivity and more on a 
teacher’s feeling of ability to work with ELL populations; additionally, the service-learning 
aspect may not impact early service teachers as significantly, given that they will already be 
teaching in an adult ESL setting. However, the study showed the power of service-learning that 
could be explored to some degree to increase empathy, as well. 
     While not all experiences explicitly placed teachers in an other-oriented mindset when 
entering the study abroad program—and some teachers came away with some misconceptions 
about second language teaching (Pray & Marx, 2010)—all experiences resulted in a level of 
empathic concern that the teachers did not have before the study abroad program. A short-term 
study abroad option may not be economically or programmatically feasible for a school district. 
Nevertheless, these experiences suggest that a cultural immersion experience for teachers may 
befit a district that wishes to integrate empathy more into their pedagogy. 
     One item of note regarding these studies may prove important for perspective—that is, that 
virtually all research on teaching strategies came from education programs for pre-service 
teachers, rather than for current educators in school districts and ESL programs. This highlights 
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two important points. Firstly, the lack of research in existing empathy programs suggests that 
few such programs exist in adult education, making even clearer the need to create them. 
Additionally, the existing pre-service strategies suggest that early service teachers may have 
some exposure to these strategies from their teacher training programs. A program that builds 
upon that knowledge of empathy and intercultural sensitivity may succeed in reinforcing it and 
increasing the training’s effectiveness overall. 
Summary 
The literature reviewed explored empathy as a concept; connected empathy to intercultural 
sensitivity and intercultural competence; described the benefits of empathy when used in the 
classroom, including among the adult ESL student body; and detailed some strategies on 
cultivating empathy on a district-wide level. The review demonstrated a lack of substantive 
information on empathy training programs for instructors of adult ESL. Information gleaned 
from the literature assists in forming a clear definition of empathy, confirming the benefits of 
empathy training, and formatting the training program based on techniques proven to be 
successful. The researcher hopes this will result in an equally successful, evidence-based training 
series for ESL instructors. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PROJECT AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 
Brief Description of the Project 
      The purpose of this project is to provide adult school administrators with a training program 
for their ESL instructors on how to teach with empathy and demonstrate intercultural sensitivity 
in their classrooms. This program comprises four modules of approximately one hour each, to be 
delivered to ESL instructors as part of new employee orientation or an early service professional 
development series. 
     The length of each module was limited to one hour to more easily allow for that versatility. 
Since previously discussed research showed that length of training time was not a statistically 
significant indicator of effectiveness (Teding van Berkhout & Malouff, 2016), a series of shorter 
lessons could potentially serve as effectively as a four-hour or eight-hour workshop. Most 
importantly, the lessons are intended to serve as a piece of a larger school-wide strategy to 
promote empathy, rather than a standalone series to be delivered without any reinforcement. 
The lessons are flexible enough to be delivered in separate instances or altogether, but they are 
designed to be taught consecutively. Moreover, the lessons include two separate formats from 
which to choose: in-person or online. Both formats cover the same general lesson material, 
though the activities may vary slightly. 
     The training program begins with a letter to school administrators and program directors. It 
introduces the material to the target audience; connects the lessons to both empathy as well as 
Milton Bennett’s concepts of ethnocentrism and ethnorelativism (Bennett 2013); and suggests 
ways to use the training series in their respective programs. The letter ends with a reinforcing 
message on the importance of instructor empathy. 
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     Lesson One emphasizes the definition of empathy and explores the extent to which the 
participants believe they are empathic. The lesson begins with an introductory activity consisting 
of a brief icebreaker activity, followed by asking participants to define empathy in their own 
words. The introduction aims to activate the participant’s prior learning of the topic; engage their 
interest; and in the case of the in-person lesson, increase familiarity and comfort level among 
participants and thus lower their affective filter (Krashen 1982). 
     The lesson continues with a description of empathy on the cognitive, affective/emotional, and 
behavioral sides, and further defines empathy as a combination of these elements. In the final 
activity, participants are directed to an online empathy quiz that determines their level of 
empathy based on self-reported criteria. The quiz derives from the Greater Good Science Center 
at the University of California, Berkeley, and draws from three separate validated scales to 
measure empathy. This first lesson effectively introduces the idea of empathy and personalizes it 
for the participants, thus increasing their engagement and interest in the topic. 
     While the first lesson focuses on empathy’s definition and how empathic participants claim to 
be, Lesson Two moves into demonstrating empathy by way of perspective taking. The main 
activity draws from multiple research studies that demonstrate its effectiveness in promoting 
empathy by placing participants in the perspective of ELLs (Washburn, 2008; Zhang & Pelttari, 
2014; Zhang, 2017; de Oliveira 2011). After reviewing the previous lesson, participants engage 
in two versions of a simulated language shock activity. The in-person lesson will simulate a 
traditional class interaction, while the online platform will present the activity as two videos, 
watched consecutively. 
     The first version consists of the facilitator speaking in another language to the participants, 
implementing no ESL teaching strategies to guide the learning process and acting impatient with 
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the learners for not understanding the material more quickly. The second version does include 
ESL strategies while speaking in a foreign language to the participants. Following the activity, 
the participants debrief with reflection questions on how they felt during each activity, with the 
intent of eliciting feedback from participants on the parallels of an ELL’s experience in the 
classroom, the notion of empathy through perspective taking, and the importance of lowering the 
affective filter in the classroom. Thus, the first two lessons focus most on empathy and its 
relationship with Krashen’s framework of lowering the affective filter (Krashen 1982). 
     Lesson Three focuses on empathy as it relates to cultural differences, and introduces the role 
of empathy in the second framework of intercultural sensitivity (Bennett 2013), with the exercise 
modified from Peace Corps training materials (Peace Corps 1997). In the classroom-based 
lesson, participants engage in a simulation activity in which they are divided into two cultures, 
plus one or two observers. The “cultures” first learn their respective values and norms as separate 
groups, and later come together in larger group interaction, with the observers taking notes 
throughout the exercise. During the debriefing, participants discuss strategies on bridging 
cultural differences, emphasizing empathy as a key factor in demonstrating intercultural 
sensitivity and intercultural competence. The online version presents the activity as a cultural 
interaction, which the participant watches as a video and shares thoughts in written form 
afterward. 
     Lesson Four concludes the training program by explicitly addressing empathy as a means to 
move from ethnocentrism to ethnorelativism. After a review of the previous three lessons, the 
participants are introduced to the Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS) and 
the process of moving to an ethnorelative mindset. They then read several statements and 
determine whether they are ethnocentric or ethnorelative. The online version will present an 
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either/or quiz on screen, while the classroom version will allow more time for discussion on what 
brought participants to their answers. The lesson ends by bringing the conversation back to 
empathy, confirming the importance of empathy to demonstrate an ethnorelative point of view, 
and ultimately provide a welcoming and student-centered pedagogy to their classrooms. 
     This ethnocentric/ethnorelative activity will be particularly important to participants as it 
explores the basic tenets of intercultural sensitivity—specifically, that communication must 
begin from a place of differences, rather than similarities. Many people (including teachers) may 
have learned about culture from a perspective of focusing first on what makes everyone similar, 
rather than what sets us apart. However, this lesson will present this viewpoint on the DMIS, and 
discuss its ethnocentric elements. 
     As mentioned previously in the project, cultures experience reality differently. Therefore, a 
person who approaches cultural interactions from a similarities-based view risks using their 
perceptions as a guide for the other’s perspective. Therefore, an individual must approach 
another person with a differences-based mindset. This notion may require further discussion and 
explanation to ensure understanding; for this reason, the lesson allows a significant amount of 
time for discussion and debriefing after every statement (or, in the case of the online version, 
explanation after each answer). 
     As described, the training program focuses on both theoretical frameworks of the project in 
different lessons: Lessons One and Two relate more to Krashen’s affective filter hypothesis, 
while Lessons Three and Four focus on Bennett’s concepts of intercultural sensitivity and the 
DMIS. The final piece of the training program combines all theories and concepts into some 
ideas for administrators and program directors to incorporate empathy into their school-wide 
pedagogy. The ideas are adapted from prior research on empathy strategies for ESL teachers, as 
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well as materials from schools in the K-12 system that commit to empathy promotion throughout 
their curricula. These strategies are universal enough to apply equally well to an adult education 
environment. 
Development of the Project 
     The idea for this project derives from my previous experiences in the ESL and EFL 
classroom, and my continual journey to move toward an empathic and ethnorelative mindset as 
an instructor. Beginning as a college student and continuing for approximately 15 years, I 
volunteered as an English instructor through various programs at home in the U.S., and abroad in 
Central America. Students varied in every possible demographic, including teaching English to 
fourth graders in a Costa Rican public school; tutoring a Chilean medical student; instructing a 
middle school course in a Honduran mountain town; and teaching adult ESL in multiple U.S. 
cities. Working in these environments reinforced my desire to continually improve as a teacher, 
and made clear that knowing the students was the first critical step to achieving it. However, I 
did not truly comprehend what was involved in knowing students, until recognizing the need to 
step out of my perspective and into another’s. 
     Each unique classroom environment showed me the importance of empathy and cultural 
sensitivity, and of sharpening both skills constantly over time. After finishing a teaching 
assignment in a public school in the capital of Costa Rica, I moved to Honduras to teach English 
in a rural school system. I felt prepared for the role, with the assumption that the cultures were 
not too dissimilar, and the student needs would not differ greatly. Immediately, I realized the 
error of my overconfidence, as the students did not connect in any way to the materials or 
lessons. Empathy in this new cultural space was critical to better understanding these new 
students and crafting more effective lesson plans for the new audience. 
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     For instance, while presenting a unit on the importance of English for the job market—a 
lesson that engaged my Costa Rican students—I could see every student’s eyes glass over with 
boredom. While in the moment, I reacted with a defensive position. Why would this material fail 
to interest these students, when my previous students seemed to love it? In concluding that the 
students simply did not want to learn, I realize now that I had taken an ethnocentric viewpoint. 
     When getting to know the students better and digging deeper into understanding the 
Honduran students’ points of view, I soon learned why the lesson did not resonate. Mainly, the 
material focused on office-based professions, when most of these students would go on to 
farming or manual labor. Moreover, the lesson included Costa Rican vocabulary and terms that 
Hondurans simply did not use. As soon as I modified the lesson to reflect Honduran terminology, 
and speak to how English language skills related to the career paths more commonly found in 
their rural area, the students responded more positively. In that way, I increasingly regarded the 
students’ cultural norms as relative, rather than better or worse, than my own—thus establishing 
a more ethnorelative mindset. 
     The school year continued as an ongoing process of perspective taking, empathic concern, 
and learning about the cultural norms of the community that informed my lesson planning 
throughout the school year. Upon returning to the U.S., the process of empathy began anew with 
my next teaching assignments with adult ELLs. As I increasingly appreciated the role of 
empathy in my teaching, I wished I had better understood the notion of empathy and 
ethnorelativism prior to teaching. 
     This experience brought me to the topic of teaching with empathy. I wished to research the 
idea of empathy as a concept, a skill, and a training topic for teachers; confirm that empathy is a 
beneficial skill for effective teaching; and identify the best possible, research-driven strategies to 
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train adult ESL instructors on teaching with empathy. Given the dearth of research and resource 
for training adult ESL instructors on empathy, this project will hopefully fill a void in teacher 
training that will greatly benefit the adult ELL community, their instructors, and their school 
administrations. 
The Project 
The project in its entirety, titled “Teaching with Empathy: A Training Program for Adult 
ESL Instructors,” can be found in the appendix. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
     Empathy as a concept remains admired, yet ill-defined in mainstream society. In the 
education realm, empathy and intercultural sensitivity are both considered important pieces of 
classroom success, as an increasing student diversity contrasts with the largely white teacher 
workforce, including those teachers in ESL education (U.S. Department of Education, 2016). 
While many acknowledge the importance of these soft skills, it is often not enough to warrant 
targeted training for educators; as a result, empathy training for teachers does not comprise a 
standard piece of professional development in most ESL programs and school districts. 
     Part of this stems from confusion on the definition of empathy. Without clarity on the concept 
itself, its legitimacy diminishes; consequently, training on the topic becomes nearly impossible to 
justify on a large scale. From its origins, empathy was defied vaguely, and in a manner that 
differs from its more modern interpretations (Frankel, 2017). Over time, it has shifted and 
evolved into a variety of meanings. While some describe empathy as the knowledge of how 
another person feels (focusing on the cognitive side), others define it as the feeling of another’s 
emotions (affective or emotional). Countless alternative definitions remain (Batson, 2009). 
Without a clear meaning of the term, the benefits of increased empathy and its connection to 
intercultural sensitivity become less clear. In the context of a new ESL instructor orientation or a 
professional development series, where time and resources are finite, a school district is likely to 
focus only on the most tangible, beneficial skills for its staff. Soft skills that cannot even be 
clearly defined will appear less essential, and will likely not be included as a result. 
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     In addition to the vague definition, the benefits of empathy in the adult ESL classroom are not 
widely researched. Since few studies focus on adult ELLs at all (Mathews-Aydinli, 2008), let 
alone on empathy toward adult ELLs, one may argue that the benefits of empathy and 
intercultural sensitivity are not compelling enough to provide training to educators. Despite this 
dearth of research, several studies found benefits to empathy in the K-12 realm, and even in the 
adult education field. 
     The benefits that the studies showed varied, but all tied to positive outcomes when educators 
taught with intentional empathy. For instance, the use of empathic techniques reduced 
disciplinary actions against adolescent students and increased the students’ respect toward their 
teachers (Okonofua, Pauneska, & Walton, 2016). Additional studies showed a connection 
between empathic teaching and academic outcomes in both children and adult learners (Feshbach 
& Feshbach, 2009). Moreover, training educators on empathic techniques was found to increase 
teachers’ usage of those techniques in their classrooms (McAllister & Irvine, 2002). 
     A few studies also connected negative outcomes related to teaching without intentional 
empathy. A study on four early service teachers showed that their self-reported levels of empathy 
proved to be higher than their students’ and colleagues’ perceptions of them (Warren, 2015). An 
additional study placed these teachers’ experiences into a critical race theory lens to show the 
presence of “false empathy”—that is, a paternalistic way of the white majority empathizing with 
others (Warren & Hotchkins, 2015). These studies suggest a real risk in ignoring the importance 
of empathy and intercultural sensitivity among teachers. This further legitimizes the need for 
formal training on the topic. 
     While few studies focus on proven teaching strategies for empathic teacher training programs, 
some studies have focused on training methods that do work. For instance, one large-scale study 
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on empathy training programs determined that the most effective programs measured empathy 
from a cognitive-affective-behavioral standpoint (Teding van Berkhout & Malouff, 2016). 
Concerning what to include in a training program, two pieces proved effective in teaching 
empathy and intercultural sensitivity: a language shock activity that places participants in the 
perspective of an ESL student (de Oliveira, 2011; Washburn, 2008; Zhang & Pelttari, 2014; 
Zhang, 2017), and a study-abroad experience for teachers (Kasun & Saavedra, 2016; Marx & 
Pray, 2011; Pilonieta, et al., 2017; Pray & Marx, 2010). While the first technique can be directly 
integrated into a teacher-training program on empathy, a study-abroad experience can be 
presented to school administrators as a possible, recommended facet of their overall professional 
development curricula. 
     The research shows that, with a clear definition of empathy and a well-developed training 
program, the practice of empathic techniques in the adult ESL classroom will benefit teachers 
and students alike. Teaching with empathy creates a more supportive environment for the adult 
ELL, thus lowering their affective filter to learning (Krashen, 1982). Moreover, ESL educators 
that work to improve their empathic techniques in the classroom will reflect a more ethnorelative 
view of their cultures with that of their students (Bennett, 2013), which will further improve the 
learning environment as culturally sensitive and welcoming to ELLs. Finally, the integration of 
empathy into all facets of instruction, on a school-wide or district-wide level, will further 
legitimize empathy and intercultural sensitivity as necessary skills in the classroom. 
     The above findings serve as the main drivers for this field project. The training guide intends 
to address the need for clear, proven strategies on teaching with empathy and intercultural 
sensitivity. The lesson plans define empathy clearly and consistently, connect the concept 
directly to the ESL classroom environment, and provide guidance to educators on how to 
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integrate empathy and intercultural sensitivity into every facet of their instruction. The guide 
ends with a series of recommendations to school administrators and program directors, on ways 
to highlight empathy throughout every level of instruction and among both teachers and staff. 
Ultimately, the training guide aims to increase positive academic outcomes, develop empathic 
instructors, and embrace empathy and intercultural sensitivity at an institutional level. 
Recommendations 
     This training guide targets school administrators who are looking to not only train instructors 
on empathic techniques but also include empathy and intercultural sensitivity as part of a school-
wide pedagogy. The guide’s lesson plans aim to improve ESL instructors’ understandings of 
empathy and how they fit into their teaching methods, although the lessons could extend to other 
instructors, as well. Finally, the lessons are presented in both an in-class and online format, as a 
means to reach as many instructors and school formats as possible. 
     There are three main recommendations on best practices for using this training guide. Firstly, 
the training series should ideally be delivered in quick succession, either during a few-day 
orientation or an in-service training series. This will allow for easier recall of previous material 
and an increased likelihood that the participants will retain the information as an integrated 
whole. 
     Secondly, the online format should ideally include an in-person debriefing with a facilitator 
and fellow participants. This allows space for additional feedback or questions participants may 
raise during the training. It will also provide space for sharing ideas and thoughts about empathy 
among fellow adult ESL instructors, which may assist in creating communities of practice 
outside of the training space. 
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     Finally, and most importantly, the training series will not succeed if delivered as standalone 
lessons, without post-training reinforcement on an administration level. A four-hour series on 
empathy will not bring about empathic techniques in the ESL classroom. It must be reinforced 
with the types of recommendations presented in the endnote of the training guide, and supported 
by the very top of the school district and program management. In this way, a school can support 
and achieve empathic teaching across their district, and best promote a welcoming, student-
centered environment among all teachers, students, and classrooms. 
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Teaching with Empathy: A Training Program for Adult ESL Instructors
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The online version of the training program Teaching with Empathy: A Training Program for 
Adult ESL Instructors can be found via the following link: 
 
 https://fierce-stream-94979.herokuapp.com/sectionFive 
 
 
The classroom version of this training program is included in this appendix.
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Letter to the  
Program Director 
 
     Welcome to Teaching with Empathy. By using this resource, 
you are committing to prioritize empathy among your ESL 
program staff, and equip your ESL instructors with the skills 
needed to demonstrate empathy, connect with students, and 
improve their diverse classroom environments. 
     This guide serves to lead your ESL instructors through 
cultural differences they may experience in their classrooms. It 
consists of a four-module training program provided in two 
versions: in-person and online. The program concludes with a 
list of suggestions on encouraging empathy and intercultural 
competence across all levels of instruction in your school, 
program or district.  
     The Teaching with Empathy program provides four lessons 
on empathy to deliver to your ESL instructors and touches 
upon two points: how to empathize in the classroom, and how 
to recognize and move from an ethnocentrist view of the world 
(that is, in which your culture is superior to others’) to an 
ethnorelative view (in which your culture is relative to others in 
the world). These lessons can be delivered either in person or 
online, depending on what works best for your program or 
school district. 
     The training program is written primarily as professional 
development tools for your ESL instructors. You may deliver 
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the lessons to ESL instructors in their first years of 
instruction, as part of a new employee orientation; however, it 
can also be used as a district-wide program for all instructors, 
as part of in-service trainings, if you wish.  
     This program aims to cement instructors’ understanding of 
empathy as not only learning about the students in the 
classroom, but also comparing students’ experiences to their 
own backgrounds, assumptions, and values that they possess. 
This does not intend to suggest that the instructor’s 
experiences and culture are necessarily better or worse than 
that of their students—simply, that they are relative to each 
other. As instructors prioritize this understanding, they will 
continue to promote a welcoming environment for students, 
continually seek to improve the student experience and 
maximize their students’ success. 
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Lesson 1:  
Empathy Through Self-Awareness 
 
Objective: by the end of this module, participants will be able 
to successfully define empathy and use it internally to 
describe his/her values and views. 
 
Materials needed: dry erase markers and whiteboard (or 
chalk and a blackboard), ensure all have smartphones to 
access empathy quiz, sticky notes 
 
Length of lesson: One hour 
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Procedure: 
(15 min) Facilitator says, “We are here today to talk about a 
concept known as empathy. We want to have a clear 
understanding of empathy because it is considered an 
important factor in being a successful ESL instructor. First, 
let’s start by getting to know each other. Please turn to your 
partner and say your name, describe your teaching 
background, and state what you hope to gain from this 
training related to empathy.” Allow time for pair introductions. 
Break out into two-pair groups, and then share out with class. 
 
(30 min) Facilitator says, “Now that we’ve learned a little about 
each other and why we are here, let’s discuss the concept of 
empathy. Take the sticky note in front of you and write the 
definition of empathy, in your own words. Then take the note 
and place it on the board.” Once all participants have done so, 
Facilitator reads the definitions aloud. Likely, these definitions 
will vary.  
 
Faciliator asks, “What do these definitions say to you?” 
Facilitator leads the group to state that empathy can be 
defined in many ways. Facilitator draws three large circles on 
the board and places the sticky notes into one of the three 
circles. Facilitator states, “many definitions of empathy can be 
grouped into one of three categories: cognitive, emotional, and 
compassionate. Let’s talk more about these categories.” 
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Facilitator provides handout (Appendix A) and describes 
further. 
 
“First, empathy can be defined from a cognitive side. Empathy 
can be considered knowledge, an understanding of how 
another person thinks and how another person feels. Cognitive 
empathy helps us communicate better; if you know how 
someone wants to receive information, you can provide that 
information in the way they prefer. Finally, cognitive empathy 
may involve perspective taking, or putting yourself in the 
experience of another person. 
 
“Secondly, empathy can be defined as emotional. While 
cognitive empathy is more about thinking how another thinks, 
emotional empathy is about feeling the way another feels. With 
this type of empathy, you share the feelings of another person. 
As former President Clinton once said, “I feel your pain.” That 
is the definition of emotional empathy. This type of empathy 
helps us emotionally connect to another person, and like 
cognitive empathy, perspective taking might be involved, too. 
 
“Finally, empathy can be described as compassion. This is 
empathy that goes beyond understanding others and feeling 
how they feel. It moves us to act. This is an act of helping that 
is informed by how the person most wants to be treated. 
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“Researcher Milton Bennett, an intercultural specialist, called 
this phenomenon the platinum rule. 
 
“Why the platinum rule? Which rule are we most familiar 
with?” Facilitator guides participants to describe the golden 
rule: treat others how you want to be treated. 
    
Facilitator says, “In your opinions, based on what you know 
about empathy, do you think this rule demonstrates empathy? 
Why or why not?” Facilitator guides participants to 
acknowledge that the golden rule focuses more on one’s own 
perspective, rather than the perspective of another. 
 
Facilitator says, “While the golden rule focuses more on your 
own views and beliefs, the platinum rule can be described as 
treating others how they want to be treated. This is intended 
to be an empathic act, and related to the compassionate side 
of empathy. 
 
(15 min) Facilitator says, “We’ve talked a little about the 
definition of empathy. Probably, most of us in this room 
assume we are empathic; this might be part of why you are in 
your profession. But how empathic are you? Let’s take a short 
quiz and find out.”  
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Facilitator directs participants to take empathy quiz on the 
Greater Good Center website. Allow approximately 5-7 
minutes to take the quiz, and 10 minutes to debrief. 
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/quizzes/take_quiz/empathy 
 
Some questions to guide the debriefing: 
• What thoughts went through your mind as you went 
through this quiz? 
• Do you feel your score is an accurate depiction of your 
level of empathy? Why or why not? 
• In your opinion, are there any benefits to taking this 
quiz?  
• In your opinion, are there any disadvantages to taking 
this quiz? 
• As you can see, this quiz relies on self-reported 
information about you. How do you think this affects the 
outcome, if at all? 
• How does this relate to your classroom? 
 
At the end, Facilitator states, “Now that you’ve taken this quiz 
and reflected a bit on the answers, I hope this lesson has 
clarified the definition of empathy for you and demonstrated 
its relationship to you and your classroom. As you walk away 
from this training, consider what steps you can take to 
increase your empathy toward your students, and create a 
welcoming classroom environment.” 
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Lesson 2:  
Empathy Through Perspective Taking  
 
Objective: by the end of this module, participants will be able 
to place themselves in the position of an English Language 
Learner, and understand the challenges of the student when 
placed in a simulated language shock activity. 
 
Materials needed: None, but the Facilitator must have skills 
in a language other than English that is not spoken by anyone 
else in the classroom. 
 
Length of lesson: One hour 
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Procedure:  
(5 min) Facilitator asks participants, “In the previous training, 
we learned a bit about the concept of empathy and how it 
relates to your role in the classroom. Can we go through some 
of the key points of the previous training?” Facilitator elicits 
key points of the first module from participants, to include: 
• Empathy as a definition 
• Understanding the connection of self-awareness, and 
how to be empathetic of himself/herself 
 
(5 min) Facilitator says, “This session will discuss the concept 
of empathy further. I’d like you to first take a moment and 
think of a recent skill you learned or started to learn. Talk 
with a partner about this skill.”   Allow 2-3 minutes for 
students to share in pairs, and another 1-2 minutes for 
students to share with the whole class. 
 
(15 min) Facilitator then says, “Now, we’re going to learn a 
skill with me as your instructor. When you are ready, I will 
begin the lesson and ask you to participate as best you can for 
the next few minutes. Are you ready?”  
 
When participants say they are ready, Facilitator begins giving 
a lesson in a foreign language, by only speaking in that 
language. Facilitator will not employ any ESL teaching 
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strategies in the lesson, speaking at a fluent pace and not 
implementing any nonverbal cues or modeling behavior. 
 
After 5 minutes of speaking, Facilitator will switch to English 
and say, “Now, when you are ready, I will begin the lesson 
again and ask you to participate as best you can for the next 
few minutes. Are you ready?” 
 
When participants say they are ready, Facilitator will again 
begin the lesson in a foreign language, but this time 
conducting the activity using ESL strategies, such as: 
• varied instruction 
• repetition of key points 
• chunking the material into smaller sections, giving 
directions in steps 
• checking for understanding 
• pauses 
• modeling 
• use of multiple skills 
• visual aids and realia 
• nonverbal communication. 
 
After 5 minutes of speaking, Facilitator will switch to English 
and say, “You just finished a language activity in two versions: 
Lesson One and Lesson Two. This activity is known as 
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‘language shock,’ in which participants receive instruction in a 
language completely foreign to them.  
 
“Now, I’d like to hear your thoughts on this activity, and 
specifically, how you felt during these two lessons.”  
 
(20 min) Facilitator asks participants to pair up and discuss 
the following questions, first in pairs and later with the whole 
class: 
• In Lesson One, what are some adjectives you would use 
to describe this activity? 
• In Lesson Two, what are some adjectives you would use 
to describe this activity? 
• What were some of the feelings you experienced in both 
of these activities? 
• What were the main differences between Lesson One and 
Lesson Two? 
• Is there are relationship between stress and learning a 
new language? If so, what? 
• Do you think this relates to your ESL classroom? If so, 
how? 
 
Allow 5-7 minutes for students to share with each other, and 
another 5-10 minutes for students to share with the whole 
class. Facilitator will write adjectives/other responses on the 
board in two columns.  
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When debriefing the question on the relationship between 
stress and learning in a classroom environment, Facilitator 
will guide students toward the affective filter hypothesis. If it is 
not explicitly mentioned, Facilitator will explain by stating: 
 
“There is a theory that does claim student stress increases the 
obstacles to learning in a classroom environment. Dr. Stephen 
Krashen called this theory the Affective Filter Hypothesis.  
 
“The affective filter serves as a barrier to learning new input. If 
a student has a high motivation, high self-confidence, and low 
anxiety, they have an optimal attitude for second language 
acquisition and a low barrier to learning, or low ‘affective 
filter.’ Conversely, a student with high anxiety and low self-
confidence will be less open to language input, and likely less 
successful in the classroom.  
 
“This is especially the case for adult learners, as Krashen 
hypothesizes that the affective filter strengthens as one enters 
adolescence. For this reason, it is important to strategize the 
best ways to create a welcoming classroom environment for 
your students.” 
 
For the last question, Facilitator will ask participants to 
brainstorm ways to make a student feel more welcomed in the 
ESL classroom. 
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(10 min) Facilitator asks, “We finished a language activity in 
two versions: Lesson One and Lesson Two. We discussed how 
you felt during these activities, what the main differences were 
between the two, and how they might relate to your own 
classroom. One last question: how might this relate to 
empathy?” Elicit from participants that this relates to 
perspective taking (or seeing and living the experience of 
another) and that this can help to develop empathy as an 
additional, essential skill of an ESL instructor. Empathy helps 
to create a student-centered learning environment, and 
proactively provide the tools needed for a student to succeed. 
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Lesson 3:  
Empathy Through Cultural Interactions 
 
Objectives: by the end of this module, participants will be 
able to observe and describe behaviors of different cultures, 
and detail how their cultural values influence how they view 
other groups while participating in a cultural simulation 
activity.* 
 
Materials: stickers, music, handout description of Mawans 
and Lilos (Appendix B) 
 
Length of lesson: One hour 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Adapted from an activity by Peace Corps, Looking at 
Ourselves and Others, Peace Corps, 1997 
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Procedure:  
(Before starting) Organize room so that there is open space to 
move around, and chairs around the space. 
 
(5 min) Facilitator says, “In the previous lessons we defined 
empathy as a concept, discussed how empathy might look in 
your classrooms, and completed an activity that simulated a 
foreign language classroom from the perspective of the 
student. Does anyone have any thoughts on empathy or on 
what we’ve discussed thus far?” Allow time for a brief 
discussion of past points. 
 
Facilitator says, “Today, we will go through another activity 
that talks about cultural differences, and how they might look 
in real life.” 
 
(10 min) Facilitator divides the room into three groups: two 
groups of equal size, and one group of 2-3 participants. 
Facilitator says, “One group will represent the Mawan culture. 
They will all wear a red sticker. Mawans will receive a handout 
describing their cultural norms and discuss the norms as a 
group. The second group will represent the Lilo culture, and 
they will wear a blue sticker. Lilos will also receive a handout 
describing their cultural norms and discuss the norms as a 
group. The third group will be observers, and they will wear 
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green stickers. When the two cultures interact, the observers 
will watch them and note how they act around each other.” 
 
Facilitator will send the two groups to opposite sides of the 
room and distribute copies of their respective cultural norms 
to each group. Facilitator will ask the members of the culture 
to read the sheets and discuss the norms as a group. 
 
Facilitator will visit each group as they discuss the norms, and 
clarify with the observers that their role is to watch what 
happens. 
 
(15 min) Facilitator says, “Now, we will spend the next few 
minutes getting to know each other. We have all been invited 
to a party, and the organizers would like the two groups to get 
acquainted. Everyone is welcome to mingle, talk, and get to 
know each other. When the music starts, the party will start. 
Are you ready?” When participants are ready, Facilitator will 
turn on music and encourage the groups to interact according 
to their cultural norms. After around 10 minutes, Facilitator 
will turn off music and indicate that the party is over. 
 
(10 min) Facilitator will ask groups to meet together and create 
a summary of their interactions with the other culture. 
Participants will report in groups after a few minutes of 
discussion. 
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(20 min) Facilitator asks the whole class the following 
questions: 
• How did you feel as you went through this activity? 
• How did the opposite culture seem to you? 
• Looking back at your impressions of the different culture, 
did you describe them in positive, negative, or neutral 
terms? 
• Do you think it is difficult for people to describe 
behaviors of other groups in objective, nonjudgmental 
terms? 
• Do people ever question the cultural norms given to 
them, in the real world? 
• Do you think this activity is related to your classroom? If 
so, how? 
• How might this activity relate to empathy? 
 
Facilitator concludes with, “These questions may conjure the 
idea of stepping outside of your mindset, and experience 
cultural differences from a different point of view. Once you do 
that, you may begin to see differences as more relative, rather 
than good or bad.  
 
“This is what connects empathy with intercultural sensitivity. 
In order to possess sensitivity toward other cultures, a person 
needs to first try to understand a different perspective and 
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participate in the experience of another—the very definition of 
empathy.” 
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Lesson 4: Empathy Through Ethnorelativism 
 
Objectives: by the end of this module, participants will be 
able to detail the differences between ethnocentric and 
ethnorelative views, and discuss how they affect the classroom 
environment while participating in a matching activity. 
 
Materials: Handout on the Developmental Model of 
Intercultural Sensitivity (Appendix C); signs reading 
“ethnocentric” and “ethnorelative” 
 
Length of lesson: One hour 
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Procedure:  
(5 min) Facilitator says, “In the previous lessons we defined 
empathy, took the perspective of a student in a classroom, and 
simulated a cultural interaction to learn more about how 
empathy relates to intercultural communication. Turn to a 
partner and take a couple of minutes to share something 
you’ve noticed, learned, liked, or even disliked thus far from 
these trainings.” Allow time for brief discussion of past points. 
 
 (15 min) Facilitator says, “Today in this final module, we will 
go talk about how to teach with empathy, and with 
intercultural competence. According to a 2016 study by the 
U.S. Department of Education, students of color are projected 
to comprise 56 percent of the K-12 student population, while 
most public school teachers and principals are white. While 
statistics on the adult ESL population are less widely 
available—and not every ESL teacher is white, nor is every 
ESL student a person of color—it is likely that you come from 
different communities and experiences than many of your 
students. For this reason, empathy and intercultural 
competence are so important to demonstrate in your 
classrooms. 
 
To do that, we need to understand these are skills, just like 
anything else, and they are developed as part of a process. 
Today we will discuss what that process looks like.” 
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Facilitator will provide a handout of the DMIS and describe the 
six stages as a group in brief.  
 
(15 min) Facilitator says, “Each group of 2-3 people will take 
one of the six stages and discuss in-depth, and come up with 
some examples on their own of how this might look.” Allow 
time for discussion and sharing with the greater group. 
 
(20 min) Facilitator says, “These stages are grouped into two 
categories: ethnocentric and ethnorelative. Now we will further 
clarify these definitions with a short activity. I will provide a 
statement that is either ethnocentric or ethnorelative, related 
to ESL teaching. When you’re ready, move to either the 
“ethnocentric” or “ethnorelative” side of the room, and prepare 
to discuss what led to your answer.” Complete activity 
(Appendix D), with Facilitator key for explanations on each 
statement (Appendix E). 
 
Throughout the activity, Facilitator asks participants, “What 
were your thoughts as you heard this statement and made 
your decision? What were some factors that drove your 
decisionmaking? How about this side of the room?” 
 
(5 min) Facilitator says, “We have discussed the DMIS and 
defined the differences between ethnocentric and 
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ethnorelative. One last question (and one we ask at the end of 
all of these lessons): how do you think this relates to empathy 
and your classroom?” Discuss as a group and lead 
participants to some of the following points: 
• According to researcher Milton Bennett, any default or 
unconscious level of communication is generally 
ethnocentric. Empathy must be conscious 
• Intercultural communication should not begin from a 
place of similarities, contrary to popular belief. Cultures 
experience reality differently; therefore, a person using 
their own perceptions as a guide for another’s perspective 
will not succeed. The individual must approach cultural 
differences with a differences-based mindset 
• Differences-based = other-oriented. This aligns with 
perspective taking and empathy  
• A differences-based mindset requires an ethnorelative 
viewpoint in order to truly understand another, and 
achieve intercultural sensitivity. 
 
Facilitator ends by saying, “Hopefully these ideas about 
culture and empathy will assist you in moving toward an 
other-oriented mindset, and an ethnorelative view of your 
students and their individual needs.” 
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Final Thoughts:  
Creating a Culture of Empathy in Your 
School 
 
This training series has demonstrated the importance of 
empathy in the ESL classroom, and provided several strategies 
to empathize with (and achieve intercultural sensitivity 
toward) diverse students.  
 
But does this program achieve long-term empathy among 
instructors? The answer is no.  
 
This training program is not intended as a standalone series 
without reinforcement. Rather, this series is best when it is 
placed in a greater context of a school-wide pedagogy tied to 
empathy and intercultural competence as its core tenets of 
instruction. Without that greater commitment to empathy, this 
training series will not promote empathy in ESL classrooms on 
a longer-term basis. 
 
To that end, please see below for a list of suggestions to 
encourage empathy and intercultural sensitivity across all 
levels of instruction in your school, program or district.  
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Creating a Culture of Empathy  
in Your School 
 
MODEL EMPATHY YOURSELF 
 
• When confronting a school-wide 
issue or a teacher-student 
concern, look at the situation 
from all perspectives before 
responding 
• Be aware of an 
employee’s/student’s non-
verbal cues and follow up on 
them in an objective way 
• Ask for input from staff and 
students, and participate in 
active listening. Find ways to 
incorporate their feedback. 
• During meetings, create ways to 
practice perspective taking and 
active listening with staff. Do 
role plays, use case studies, 
and/or play charades 
 
MAKE IT OFFICIAL 
 
• Ensure empathy is reflected in 
your mission statement and 
long-term strategic plan 
• Engage teachers and students 
in the process of creating 
school-wide policies and 
procedures, and hold each 
other accountable to them 
• Deliver this training series to all 
teachers and staff across your 
school. This will allow all 
employees to come to 
understand empathy much 
more than before 
 
FOLLOW THE NUMBERS 
 
• Collect data from students and 
staff members on a regular 
basis on to what extent they feel 
supported and respected in the 
program 
• Follow up on the collected data 
and address any identified 
problems. 
 
CREATE A PROGRAM 
• Organize an optional study-
abroad program for teachers 
and staff as part of professional 
development, in which the 
participants take courses in a 
foreign-language environment. 
Study-abroad experiences are 
shown to increase empathy 
toward ELLs  
• Implement a service-learning 
component into your 
professional development series 
for teachers and staff. Research 
has linked service learning to 
efficacy in working with ELLs 
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Appendix A, Lesson 1 Activity: Factors of 
Empathy  
  
 
   COGNITIVE               EMOTIONAL 
 
-Knowing how another thinks           -Sharing how another feels 
-Knowing how another feels                   -“I feel your pain” 
-Helps us communicate better                   -Helps us emotionally 
connect         
-May involve perspective taking                  -May involve perspective taking 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     COMPASSIONATE 
     
   -Moves us to act 
   -Goes beyond knowing and sharing 
   -Following the platinum rule 
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Appendix B, Lesson 3 Activity: Mawans and 
Lilos 
 
Mawan Cultural Norms 
• Mawans avoid direct eye contact in conversation 
• Mawans do not like their heads to be touched 
• Mawans enjoy smiling while talking, but not laughing, as 
that is considered rude 
• Mawans only speak when spoken to; they do not initiate 
a conversation 
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Appendix B, Lesson 3 Activity (Cont’d):  
Mawans and Lilos 
 
Lilo Cultural Norms 
• Lilos do not believe in behavior differences between 
genders. Men and women act the same way 
• Lilos always greet someone by smiling and placing their 
hand on the person’s head 
• Lilos look people in the eye when speaking to them 
• Lilos often tell jokes and love to laugh 
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Appendix C, Lesson 4 Handout: 
Developmental Model of Intercultural 
Sensitivity (DMIS) 
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Appendix D, Lesson 4 Activity: 
Ethnocentric or Ethnorelative? 
 
“In my student’s home country, they drive on the wrong side of the road.” 
ETHNOCENTRIC 
Explanation: the term “wrong side” implies that the speaker’s culture drives on 
the right side of the road. This exemplifies the speaker’s culture as central to 
reality. This could be considered part of the denial or defense stage of the DMIS. 
 
“One student never looks me in the eye. I’ve learned that it’s a sign of respect in 
her culture.” ETHNORELATIVE 
Explanation: Instead of moving to a defensive posture when seeing a student 
behaving in a contrary way, the speaker investigated the cultural norms of the 
student. This showed interest in other cultures and placement of the speaker’s 
culture as relative to others. 
 
“It’s hard for my student to write in English because his native language is 
written backward.” ETHNOCENTRIC 
Explanation: the word “backward” is used pejoratively to describe another 
culture, and implies that the writing system is incorrect. This portrays the 
speaker’s culture as superior and the student’s culture as inferior. This 
statement works within the Defense stage of the DMIS. 
 
“I notice that one student never calls me by my first name. Tomorrow I’ll ask 
him what they call their teachers in his country.” ETHNORELATIVE  
Explanation: This statement demonstrates interest in a different culture and a 
willingness to learn and even adapt to another cultural norm. This statement 
could fit into the Acceptance or Adaptation stage of the DMIS. 
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“As long as we all speak the same language, there’s no problem.” 
ETHNOCENTRIC 
Explanation: This statement discounts the existence of other cultures, and 
seemingly threatens to eliminate a cultural difference that may appear. This fits 
into the Denial stage of the DMIS. 
  
“If a student is different from me, that’s not something to criticize; that’s 
something to appreciate.” ETHNORELATIVE  
Explanation: This embraces other cultural norms and places the speaker’s 
culture in context with various other cultures, which demonstrates an 
ethnorelative standpoint. 
 
“I’m worried about my student; she never smiles when I greet her.” 
ETHNOCENTRIC 
Explanation: This statement implies that smiling is part of a universal greeting, 
which is not always the case. This prioritizes the speaker’s cultural norms over 
possible others. 
 
“My younger students always explain the material to the older students in their 
native language. It’s a nice thing to see the younger people help their elders.” 
ETHNORELATIVE  
Explanation: The speaker recognizes and shows respect for a cultural norm 
that may be different from a typical interaction in a classroom. This statement 
could fit into the Acceptance stage of the DMIS. 
 
“Regardless of my students’ backgrounds and cultures, we’re all the same as 
people.” ETHNOCENTRIC 
Explanation: while this idea seems positive at first glance, it does not validate 
the student’s backgrounds as important enough to understand. This risks 
trivializing the differences that students may have with the teacher, as those 
differences may matter in the classroom environment. This would fit into the 
minimization stage of the DMIS. 
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“My student is a beginner in learning English. I’ve learned a few words and 
phrases in her language to help us communicate the first few classes.” 
ETHNORELATIVE 
Explanation: This statement acknowledges the need to meet the student where 
they are, and even adapt to the student’s linguistic norms (at least temporarily) 
to accommodate the beginning learner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
